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A New Hybrid Synthetic Aperture Imaging Model
for Tracking and Seeing People Through Occlusion
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Abstract—Robust detection and tracking of multiple people
in cluttered and crowded scenes with severe occlusion is a
significant challenge for many computer vision applications. In
this paper, we present a novel hybrid synthetic aperture imaging
model to solve this problem. The main characteristics of this
approach are as follows. 1) To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first attempt to solve the occluded people imaging and
tracking problem in a joint multiple camera synthetic aperture
imaging domain. 2) A multiple model framework is designed
to achieve seamless interaction among the detection, imaging
and tracking modules. 3) In the object detection module, a
multiple constraints-based approach is presented for people
localization and ghost objects removal in a 3-D foreground
silhouette synthetic aperture imaging volume. 4) In the synthetic
imaging module, a novel occluder removal-based synthetic imag-
ing approach is proposed to significantly improve the imaging
quality of objects even under severe occlusion. 5) In the object
tracking module, a camera array is used for robust people
tracking in color synthetic aperture images. A network-camera-
based hybrid synthetic aperture imaging system has been set
up, and experimental results with qualitative and quantitative
analyses demonstrate that the method can reliably locate and
see people in challenging scenes.

Index Terms—Camera array, hybrid synthetic aperture imag-
ing, multiple people tracking, occlusion handling.

I. Introduction

THE INCREASING use of multiple video sensors
in surveillance applications has greatly increased re-

searchers’ attention on extracting and processing information
from multiview video streams. Since high level understanding
of a surveillance scene relies on accurate low level detection
and tracking of moving objects, developing a fully automatic
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and robust people tracking system has become a subject of
great scientific and commercial interest [1]–[17].

Although many tracking algorithms and systems have been
developed, tracking multiple people accurately in cluttered
and crowded scenes is still a challenging task. The main
problem is the frequent occlusion and complex intersection
among objects, and as a result, people may be partially or
even completely occluded in most of the camera views.

A. Our Approach

In this paper, we present a novel hybrid synthetic aperture
imaging model to address this problem. The term hybrid
represents that the imaging space is created by foreground
and color synthetic aperture images. As shown in Fig. 1,
four top-down-view AXIS 211M network cameras are set to
locate objects in the scene by foreground synthetic aperture
images (shown as blue horizontal planes). A linear camera
array composed of seven AXIS 211M network cameras is
installed for object imaging and tracking in a color synthetic
aperture imaging space (shown as red vertical planes). These
two synthetic aperture imaging modules are integrated into our
hybrid synthetic aperture imaging model.

Although the foreground synthetic aperture imaging module
and the color synthetic aperture imaging module have ad-
vantages in each special domain, they still have their own
limitations. While the top-down-view cameras are set up to
handle object detection and location, the foreground synthetic
aperture imaging module lacks the object’s color informa-
tion in the multiview foreground images. In comparison, the
camera-array-based color synthetic aperture imaging module
can perform synthetic aperture imaging and tracking through
occlusion, but it is difficult to automatically detect the object
and accurately estimate the object’s relative depth to the
camera array.

Therefore, it is natural to combine these two modules to-
gether, and solve the object detection and tracking problem in
a single hybrid synthetic aperture imaging system. In this 3-D
hybrid synthetic aperture imaging system (as shown with blue
horizontal and red vertical planes in Fig. 1), object detection
is performed in the foreground synthetic aperture imaging
module. Then, the detection and location results are passed
to the color synthetic aperture imaging module to accomplish
successive object imaging and tracking. The main advantage
of this hybrid imaging model is that it has a unique 3-D hybrid
synthetic aperture imaging volume in which object detection
and tracking can be performed in each appropriate mode.

1051-8215 c© 2013 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Four top-down-view AXIS network cameras are set to locate objects
in the scene by foreground silhouette synthetic aperture images (shown as
the blue horizontal planes). A linear camera array composed of seven AXIS
network cameras is installed for object imaging and tracking in a color
synthetic aperture imaging space (shown as the red vertical planes). Results
of object location and imaging through occlusion are shown in the bottom
row.

Furthermore, seamless interaction between two synthetic
aperture modules can be achieved in the hybrid imaging
model.

In total, there are three main contributions in this paper.
Our first contribution is that instead of tracking in the
primitive color images, we solve this problem in a novel
joint multiple camera synthetic aperture imaging domain (as
shown in Fig. 1), which contains complete multiview color
and foreground information of moving objects. Our second
contribution is the design of a multiple model framework
and three interactive modules, which can continuously
detect and track multiple objects. Our third contribution is a
novel occluder-removal-based imaging approach, which can
significantly improve the imaging quality of objects even
under severe occlusion.

B. Related Work

Broadly speaking, previous work on tracking multiple oc-
cluding objects can be roughly classified into two categories:
single-view approach and multiview approach.

The single-view approach usually adopts appearance fea-
tures, such as color, texture and shape, and dynamic models
to establish correspondence [3], [6]–[21]. Some approaches
use incremental learning in subspace [10], [11] to handle
changes of object appearance or lighting condition. A single-
view approach works well with isolated object; however, in the
case of occlusion, the tracking process is severely hampered
and often fails. Although the tracker may be recovered from
transient occlusions through predicting the object’s position,
it is of little help when the object has nonlinear motion and
changes moving direction during occlusion.

The multiview approach has advantages over single-view
methods because of its ability to decrease the hidden regions
and recover 3-D space information from the scene [22]–[28],
[30]–[36]. Recently, the use of plane homography for people

detection and tracking has gained more attention [22]–[28].
Fleuret et al. [25] adopt an occupancy map to depict the prob-
ability of target existing in the scene. Eshel et al. [27] present
a multiview detection method with intensity correlation.
Khan et al. [22] propose a homography constraint and fuse
information from multiple views into a synthetic map, and lo-
calize people on this image. The homography-based approach
provides us with a way for occlusion handling. However,
it also brings about artifacts or so-called ghost objects, and
the performance of this approach declines with an increasing
number of objects in the scene.

The foundation of our approach is based on synthetic aper-
ture imaging [37]–[39]. In this technique, a dense camera array
is usually set up to observe a scene, and all camera images are
aligned to a plane and then averaged to simulate a camera with
a very large aperture. These synthetically constructed images
have a very shallow depth of field. More importantly, objects
off the plane of focus would disappear due to significant blur.
We believe this unique characteristic makes camera array syn-
thetic aperture imaging a powerful method for object detection
and tracking especially in complex surveillance scenes. Joshi
et al. [40] take the lead in applying synthetic aperture theory to
visual tracking, and present a robust dense camera array based
single object tracking approach. Besides synthetic aperture
imaging [45], [46], camera array is now used for fluid surface
acquisition [47] and scene flow estimation [48].

There are two major differences between this paper and
previous research. First, we seek to see and track multiple
objects simultaneously and continuously even under severe
occlusion; this is a more general and harder problem than
those solved by standard tracking algorithms. To achieve this,
we rely on the unique imaging ability of the hybrid synthetic
aperture imaging model. Second, this is the first experiment to
combine linear camera array and multiple surrounded cameras
to monitor a given scene together, and create color and fore-
ground synthetic aperture images in each of them respectively.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
introduces the framework of our hybrid synthetic aperture
imaging model. Sections III and IV detail the multiple object
detection, tracking and imaging models in synthetic aperture
imaging domain. Section V shows the experimental results,
and provides insight into the utility and robustness of our
approach. We conclude this paper in Section VI.

II. Algorithm Overview

In this section, we give an overview of the hybrid synthetic
aperture tracking approach by describing the flow of infor-
mation through the system components shown in Fig. 2. Our
method mainly includes three parts: 1) foreground synthetic
aperture (FSA) detection, 2) synthetic aperture imaging, and
3) synthetic aperture tracking. A sensing cycle begins when
multiple cameras capture multiview video streams. The fore-
ground synthetic aperture detection module takes the mul-
tiple top-down-view images as input. Through foreground
segmentation and synthetic aperture imaging, this module
firstly generates a new 3-D foreground synthetic aperture
image volume, and then detects multiple moving objects with
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Fig. 2. Framework of the hybrid synthetic aperture imaging and tracking algorithm.

occlusion in this domain via multiple constraints. The output
of this module is the position of detected objects in the world
coordinate. For each object, the synthetic aperture imaging
module will continuously estimate an object’s position and
generate a clear object image in the color synthetic aperture
image domain. The output of this module is the optimal focus
depth and clear image of each individual. The depth estimation
results are then fed as an input to the synthetic aperture
tracking module. For each new object, this module initializes
a new tracker based on incremental learning. Besides, this
module also generates an assignment of the object observations
to tracks for tracker initialization, updating or terminating.
Finally, all the processing results are stored in a database to
support possible higher level applications and tasks.

III. Foreground Synthetic Aperture Detection

The input for our foreground synthetic aperture detec-
tion module are synchronized multiple top-down-view video
streams, and the goal is to estimate the probability map that
the moving object appears at a certain position. The problem
of object localization is formulated as the Bayesian estimation.
Let P(obj) denote the probability map that objects appear
at a certain location. In the condition that there is a priori
information lacking, the likelihood of object position P(obj)
can be modeled as evenly distributed in the input image. In this
section, we refine the probability P(obj) through successively
adding spatial and temporal constraints, including foreground,
shadow, occupancy, geometry, and continuity in FSA imaging
space. Fig. 3 visualizes the entire process of the multiple con-
straints in foreground synthetic aperture image space. In this
example, two people are walking closely inside the laboratory,
which is monitored by four top-down-view cameras [Fig. 3(a)].
Those cameras are mounted at the four corners of the ceiling,
and the public monitoring area is 4 m × 4 m.

The multiple constraints in our framework basically contain
three levels: the single camera spatial constraints, the multiple
camera spatial constraints, and the multiple camera spatial
and temporal constraint. The first level includes foreground
and shadow constraints, which are responsible for the initial
detection of all possible foreground candidates in each cam-
era. The second level contains the occupancy and geometric
constraints, which are designed to create the objects’ spatial
probabilities. In addition, this level successfully handles the

ghost problem through analyzing the dynamic characteristics
of the ghost objects in the combination of foreground syn-
thetic aperture images. The last level contains the continuity
constraint, which is designed to enhance the object detection
rate, meanwhile removing sudden false alarms, especially in
the case of occlusion. All the above three level constraints are
integrated seamlessly into our approach.

A. Foreground Constraint

The first constraint is the moving foreground extracted
by long-term background modeling and subtraction in the
monitoring scene. Here, we use an extension of the Gaussian
mixture model (GMM) for pixel level background modeling
[41]. The original GMM background model can deal with
illumination changes, periodic motions from a cluttered back-
ground and long term scene changes. However, its processing
speed is determined by the number of Gaussian components.
To handle this problem, a modified GMM model [41] with
additional selection of the number of the Gaussian compo-
nents for each pixel is implemented in our system, which
achieves very fast foreground segmentation with slightly worse
performance. According to the GMM background model, the a
posteriori probability of the object belonging to the foreground
is given by

P(obj|foreground) ∝ L(f ) (1)

L(f ) = 1 −
B∑

i=1

ωi,t · η(Xt, μi,t,
∑

i,t
) (2)

where Xt denotes the pixel intensity value, η(Xt, μi,t,
∑

i,t )
represents the Gaussian probability density function with
mathematical expectation μi,t and covariance matrices∑

i,t = σ2
i,tI of the ith Gaussian components at time t. For com-

putational reasons, the covariance matrix are kept isotropic.
We approximate the background model by the first B Gaussian
distributions with largest weights

B = arg min
b

(
b∑

i=1

ωi,t > (1 − T )

)
(3)

where T is the measure of the maximum portion of foreground
objects without influencing the background model, and it is
fixed as 0.1 in all the experiments.
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Fig. 3. Multiple constraints-based object detection in FSA image space. Multiview input images are shown in (a). (b)–(g) Five constraints
of our object detection algorithm. (h) Final object location results. Examples of ghost objects are shown later in Fig. 4. (a) Input images.
(b) Foreground image. (c) Shadow removal. (d) Occupancy map on different focusing plane. (e) 2-D and 3-D probability map of FSA image set.
(f) 3-D FSA image volume. (g) Forward–backward vessel filtering in a given time window. (h) Target location result.
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B. Shadow Constraint

Since shadow points are often misclassified as objects in the
background subtraction step, and would cause severe errors in
foreground segmentation, it is critical to detect and remove
shadow for accurate object detection in video streams. The
output of the existing shadow removal method is a binary
decision mask. Once we select a certain approach, (1) can
be modified as (4) with shadow constraint

P(obj|foreground, shadow) ∝ L(S)

=

{
L(f ) foreground

0 shadows.
(4)

Equation (4) is derived by (1) by adding shadow constraint.
Because the output of most existing shadow removal methods
is a binary decision mask, without the loss of generality,
we do not give a definite function expression in (4), so that
any shadow removal method can be used here according to
different application fields. In this paper, we select a color-
based shadow removal approach [43] for its efficiency and low
false alarm rate. The shadow binary mask can be calculated
as

Sk(x, y) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 ifα ≤ IV
k (x, y)

GV
k (x, y)

≤ β

∧(IS
k (x, y) − GS

k (x, y)) ≤ τS

∧ ∣∣IHk (x, y) − GH
k (x, y)

∣∣ ≤ τH

0 otherwise

(5)

where IH
k (x, y), IS

k (x, y), and IV
k (x, y) denote the intensity

value for the component H , S, V of the HSV pixel at
coordinates (x, y) in the input image I at frame k, respectively,
GH

k (x, y), GS
k (x, y) and GV

k (x, y) represents the intensity value
for the component H ,S,V of the HSV pixel at coordinates
(x, y) in the background image G at frame k respectively. The
use of α and β allow us to find pixels do where the background
illumination value is slightly decreased by shadows. The
setting of parameter τS and τH is done empirically with the
assumption that the color and saturation of shadowed and non-
shadowed pixels do not vary too much. We chose the following
parameters empirically as α=0.98, β=0.8, τS=0.1, τH=0.05,
which are proved to be robust in our indoor environment.

C. Occupancy Constraint in FSA Image

The above two constraints are based on information ex-
tracted from a single camera. In order to take advantage of
multiview information, we propose two novel occupancy and
geometry constraints in FSA image domain.

In this paper, we extend the traditional camera array into
multiple stationary cameras circling around the observing
scene, and build a novel foreground silhouette synthetic aper-
ture imaging space. Suppose that a cylindrical object stands
on the ground plane of a scene. To focus on a given plane �j ,
we can project the foreground probability Li(S) of camera
i, i = 1, ..., n to this plane using a homography and then
multiply as

L(�j) =
n∏

i=1

f (Hj
i , Li(S)) (6)

where f (Hj
i , Li(S)) is a function to warp Li(S) to plane �j

according to matrix H
j
i , which can be obtained by calibration

based on artificial markers. According to the synthetic
aperture imaging theory, only the part of the cylindrical
object on the plane �j becomes sharp, whereas body parts
away from the plane appear significantly blurry due to
parallax inside the plane. Thus we can state the following
occupancy constraint in FSA image as

P(obj|foreground, shadow, occupancy) ∝ L(�). (7)

D. Geometry Constraint in FSA Image Set

Using the occupancy constraint, we can achieve good detec-
tion results in a simple scene. However, ghost objects would
appear frequently when the scene is crowded or occlusion
occurs. The ghost objects are caused by the intersections of
different objects on the focus plane. To handle this problem,
we utilize the parallax among multiple focus planes to enhance
the object occupancy constraint.

The reason for this design is that when we focus on
different parallel planes in different heights (see Fig. 3d), the
appearances of object projections change along with different
planes of focus; thus the positions of ghost objects change
simultaneously. In contrast, the projection images of real
objects in each layer will be warped together, which denotes
the true position of the object in the scene. Based on the
difference between the ghost object’s dynamic characteristic
and the real object’s position invariance on different planes of
focus, we can eliminate the ghost objects through changing
the height of the focus plane at different views.

To illustrate the effectiveness of ghost removal of our algo-
rithm, we have done two experiments, both in a uniform color
background environment and complex background environ-
ment. As shown in Fig. 4, two cameras are used to locate two
people in the scene, and we select three planes to locate the
two people. According to our occupancy constraint, we could
create 32 = 9 foreground synthetic aperture images. The yellow
shadow shows the foreground projections of camera No. 1, the
green shadow shows the foreground projections of camera No.
2, and the red color represents the intersection between camera
No. 1 and No. 2. Please note that if we use only one plane of
focus, ghost objects appear due to the intersection between dif-
ferent objects’ shadows. However, when we change the combi-
nation of different cameras and focus planes, the appearances
of the objects’ foreground projections change simultaneously.
As a result, the ghost, which is created by the intersection
between different objects [Fig. 4(a)] or between object and the
environment noises [Fig. 4(b)], appears in different positions
or even completely disappears. In contrast, the projection
images of real object in each layer will be warped together,
which denotes the true position of the object in the scene.

Theoretically we can get (C1
m)n synthetic probabilistic im-

ages through various configurations with different camera
views and planes of focus, where m and n denote the total
number of planes and cameras, respectively. However, it is
difficult to decide which configuration should be used for
object detection due to the lack of a priori information. Here,
using Bayesian theory, we have the following derivation.
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TABLE I

Algorithm 1 Multiple Constraints Based Object Detection and Location in FSA Images
1. According to GMM background model [41], compute foreground segmentation probability map L(f ) and update posterior probability of the object :

P(obj|foreground) ∝ L(f )
2. Extract and remove shadows in the foreground segmented image and update the object probability:

P(obj|foreground, shadow) ∝ L(S) =

{
L(f ) foreground

0 shadows

3. Project the foreground probability Li(S) of camera i, i = 1, ..., n to plane �j and calculate the occupancy probability:

L(�j=
n

	
i=1

f (Hj
i , Li(S))

P(obj|foreground, shadow, occupancy) ∝ L(�j)
4. Based on geometry constraint, integrate multiple occupancy probability maps of different planes together:

L(G) ∝
m∑

j=1

n∑
i=1

f (Hj
i , Li(S))

P(obj| foreground shadow

occupancy geometry
) ∝ L(G)

5. Based on continuity constraint in the 3-D FSA volume, update the posterior object probability as

L(
) =
∑
t

Pt(obj| foreground shadow

occupancy geometry
)

P(obj| foreground shadow occupancy

occupancy geometry
) ∝ L(
)

Fig. 4. Geometry constraint based object detection and ghost elimination.
Yellow shadows and green shadows show the foreground projections of
camera No. 1 and No. 2, respectively, and the red color represents the
intersection between these two cameras. The number below each subfigure
indicates the layer number of the two cameras. For example, (1, 3) means
that the first layer of the first camera and the third layer of the second camera
are selected to generate the foreground synthetic image. (a) Experiment in
pure color background. (b) Experiment in complex background.

Given a set of focus plane configurations � =
{�1, �2, ..., �M}, the observation probability of the object is
computed as

L(G) = P(obj|�1, �2, ..., �M), M = (C1
m)n. (8)

According to Bayesian theory and fixed object presence prior
assumption

L(G) ∝ P(�1, �2, ..., �M |obj)P(obj)

∝ P(�1, �2, ..., �M |obj). (9)

For mathematical convenience, we suppose that constraints of
different configurations are conditionally independent, there-
fore we can write this term as

L(G) ∝ P(�1|obj) · P(�2|obj)...P(�M |obj)

∝ P(obj|�1) · P(obj|�2)...P(obj|�M) =
M∏
k=1

L(�k).

(10)

Suppose the focus plane of camera i of the kth configuration
is ki, then

L(G) ∝
M∏
k=1

L(�k) =
M∏
k=1

n∏
i=1

f (Hki

i , Li(S)). (11)

Merging the same projection recurring in different layers

L(G) ∝
M∏
k=1

n∏
i=1

f (Hki

i , Li(S)) =
m∏

j=1

n∏
i=1

f (Hj
i , Li(S)))m

n−1

(12)
In practice, probability product is not robust due to im-

perfections of foreground estimation. For instance, if the
segmented object contains holes in a certain camera view,
the probability on the hole area will be zero due to the
product, even if the object has been segmented completely
in all the other camera views. Thus in order to improve the
robustness, in this paper we use the sum of the probabilities
of different configurations to compute probability instead, and
all the product operations in (12) are replaced by addition.
Therefore, we get

L(G) ∝
m∑

j=1

n∑
i=1

f (Hj
i , Li(S)). (13)
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Thus, we have

P

(
obj| foreground shadow

occupancy geometry

)
∝ L(G). (14)

Equation (14) provides the geometry constraint in a foreground
synthetic aperture image set, which has the unique ability for
ghost objects removal. In this paper, we select five parallel
planes according to the heights of people. As shown in
Fig. 3(d), five parallel planes of different height are used
to construct corresponded occupancy maps. The integration
results of these planes at different times are shown in Fig. 3(e),
including both 2-D and 3-D probability maps. It can be seen
that this method is more robust to ghost objects and can be
used to locate objects more accurately.

E. Continuity Constraint in 3-D FSA Volume

Given the evidence of (14) at a certain frame, although we
can carry out hierarchical clustering in the 2-D probability
map to detect moving objects, this detection result is only
optimal at frame level. In order to improve the performance of
object detection, we propose to analyze detection continuity in
the 3-D foreground synthetic aperture volume spanned by the
temporal aggregation of the probability map. The reasons for
using continuity constraint in the 3-D space mainly includes
the following two parts. First, since continuity constraint repre-
sents the smooth characteristic of the moving object’s position
in spatial space, adding this constraint will naturally enhance
the performance of object detection. Second, considering the
complex environment and frequent occlusion among multiple
people, we believe it is not enough to detect people only with
constraints in one frame, and fusing the continuity constraint
in our framework will improve the detection rate of missed
people, while decreasing the false alarm rate of random noises.

Fig. 3(f) displays the 3-D FSA volume. As it can be
seen, the linear structures show the trajectories. Thus the
object detection problem has been transformed into a linear
structure extraction problem. Linear structures such as vessels
in medical images have been well studied, and inspired by
those medical image processing techniques, we propose a
forward–backward vessel filter to locate objects in the defined
3-D FSA volume.

The proposed method is based on iterative searching. At
a given frame, firstly candidate objects are detected using
hierarchical clustering in the likelihood map of (14) with a
given window width. Then for each candidate, the probability
for an object at its neighboring frames and locations will be
checked, and the location of the search point will be updated
by the new discovered candidates. This process is iterated until
a given time window is researched. Fig. 3(g) visualizes the
above searching processing. The continuity score is the sum of
confidence along the searching tracks in the 3-D FSA volume.

It should be noted that there are two main differences
between the continuity constraint of the detection module and
the methods used in the tracking module. First, continuity
constraint is designed to improve the performance of object
detection, while the function of the tracking module is to
associate foreground synthetic aperture detection results with
color synthetic aperture tracking results. Second, the continuity

constraint is performed based on 3-D foreground synthetic
aperture information, while the tracking module is done mainly
on color synthetic aperture domain. So the aim as well as
the fundamental principle of continuity constraint and tracking
module is different. It seems obvious that a globally optimal
tracking algorithm [44] should achieve better results. How-
ever, as the detection module is designed from a systematic
perspective and multiple constraints are integrated into one
frameworks we can still achieve rather good detection results
with this continuity constraint even in severe occlusion cases

L(
) =
∑

t

Pt

(
obj| foreground shadow

occupancy geometry

)
. (15)

This function provides the output of the observation probabil-
ity

P

(
obj| foreground shadow occupancy

geometry continuity

)
∝ L(
). (16)

Table I summarizes the whole implementation process of
our multiple constraints based foreground synthetic aperture
object detection and location algorithm.

IV. Synthetic Aperture Imaging and Tracking

As mentioned earlier, one of the main characteristics of our
system is continuously seeing and tracking objects even under
severe occlusion. In this section, we mainly discuss how to
see and track objects through occlusion in a color synthetic
aperture domain. Based on robust location results provided by
the FSA detection module, synthetic aperture imaging module
estimates object’s optimal depth and generates corresponded
clear object image. The depth estimation results are then
taken as input for the synthetic aperture tracking module, and
the incremental learning based tracking method is used to
track objects robustly. We will elaborate on the imaging and
tracking module in the following three parts: optimal focusing
depth estimation, occluder removal hidden object imaging, and
synthetic aperture tracking.

A. Optimal Focusing Depth Estimation

To create a clear synthetic image, we need to estimate the
object’s depth to the camera array precisely. In our system,
we set up a linear array to simulate a large virtual lens of
three meters. Since the camera array has a very limited depth
of field, slight changes of focus depth will result in severe
blur in the synthetic aperture image. We take advantage of
this sensibility to estimate the object’s position precisely.

Fig. 5 shows the process of the focus depth estimation.
The first row shows five example input images of the camera
array. Based on the Plane + Parallax calibration [37], we
can compute synthetic aperture images on any focus plane
parallel to the camera array plane. Similar to Section III, we
also perform foreground segmentation in each camera. By
varying the depth of the focus plane, a set of FSA images
are created. The second and third row of Fig. 5 show the
FSA images on the depth ranging from 2.0 to 3.4 m. With the
camera calibration information, we can project the positions
of detected objects to the FSA image of each depth (see blue
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Fig. 5. Optimal focusing depth estimation based on the foreground silhouette
synthetic aperture imaging. The color of the object’s bounding box corre-
sponds with its optimal focusing depth curve. For example, red indicates
object 1, and blue represents object 2.

and red boxes in Fig. 5), and then estimate the optimal focus
depth of each object by analyzing the blur properties of the
subimage inside the box.

An intuitive way is to calculate the average intensity
variance inside the box. Considering the computational cost,
we use a simple property to estimate the best depth. Since
significant blur appears when the focus plane is away from
the real depth of the object, the blur can be measured by the
average gray level inside the box. The last row of Fig. 5 gives
the average gray value of each object in the scene, with depth
ranging from 2.0 to 4.0 m. Note that the maximum gray value
corresponds to the best focus depth.

B. Occluder Removal Based Hidden Object Imaging

Although the standard synthetic aperture imaging [39] has
the ability to reconstruct the image of a partially occluded
object surface, an obvious limitation is that the shadow cast
by occluders on the synthetic aperture image plane will cause
artifacts on the final imaging result. To solve this problem,
instead of accumulating all camera views indiscriminately, we
analyze the visibility of each object respectively through the
following occluder segmentation and removal method.

Fig. 6 shows the process of our imaging method. In the
first row of Fig. 6, three people stand in a line, and the
people in the last row (shown in the red box) are occluded
by the other two people (shown in the green and yellow
boxes). First, after optimal focusing depth estimation, we get
all the objects’ positions with respect to the camera array,
and the optimal focus FSA image of the front two occluders
[Fig. 6(a)]. Secondly, through thresholding and morphological
filtering, the binary mask of each occluder under a certain
depth is acquired [Fig. 6(b)]. These binary images are then
projected to each camera view through off-line calibrated
homography to create multiple masks. Finally, during the

Fig. 6. Occluder removal based hidden object imaging. (a) FSA image of
each occluder on optimal focus depth. (b) Segmentation result of occluder.
(c) Object imaging result by the standard synthetic aperture approach [41],
[42]. (d) Object imaging result by our occluder removal based approach.

synthetic aperture imaging step, the intensity value of each
individual pixel is computed from the fraction of cameras
that avoid the occluders. Fig. 6(d) shows our imaging result.
Please note that after occluder removal, our approach results
in much better contrast and clarity compared with the standard
synthetic aperture imaging [Fig. 6(c)].

C. Synthetic Aperture Tracking

In the synthetic aperture tracking module, we track objects
through occlusion in the color synthetic aperture imaging
space using the incremental learning-based tracker [10] due
to its robustness under challenging conditions, including ap-
pearance or illumination changes.

The main difference between this paper and [10] lies in
the data association and tracking management. The standard
incremental learning-based tracker in [10] needs to be man-
ually initialized. In contrast, based on the data association
between the foreground synthetic detection and the color
synthetic aperture tracking results, our method can initialize a
new tracker, update existing objects, and delete disappearing
objects automatically. By applying the Hungarian association
algorithm between the tracking and the detection results, we
classify the objects into three categories: new appearing ob-
jects, existing objects, and disappearing objects. For each new
appearing object, we estimate the optimal focusing depth and
obtain the initial appearance model on the optimal focusing
synthetic aperture image. With the initial appearance model
and the optimal imaging depth, a new tracker is initialized.
For each existing object, the incremental learning approach
[10] based corresponding tracker is updated using the current
color synthetic aperture imaging result. For each disappearing
object, we will output the tracking results and record the lost
times of the tracker. A tracker will be terminated when it is
not matched for several consecutive frames.
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Fig. 7. Screen shot of the multiple cameras hybrid synthetic aperture imag-
ing and tracking system. The left column shows the four top camera views,
the bottom row displays the seven views of linear camera array, and the center
and right columns show the synthetic aperture images of each tracked object.

V. Experimental Results

To the best of our knowledge, our system is the first to
combine linear camera array and multiple surrounded cam-
eras to monitor a given scene together, and achieve multiple
objects tracking and seeing through occlusion simultaneously.
Because of the specific system setup, it is very difficult to
compare it with other approaches. In addition, the existing
public multiview databases do not satisfy the hybrid synthetic
aperture imaging requirements of our approach. Thus, in order
to evaluate the performance of the approach, we have set
up a camera network in our laboratory. Experimental results
with qualitative and quantitative analysis demonstrate that the
method can reliably locate and see people in challenging
scenes.

The proposed real-time multiple camera hybrid synthetic
aperture imaging and tracking system is developed with Visual
Studio C++ 2008. Eleven AXIS 211M digital network cameras
are connected to a center PC via a high speed local network.
The configuration of the center PC is Intel i7 3.07 GHz CPU,
4 GB RAM. In order to ensure the real-time processing of
the system with only one PC, in the design of the system
architecture, a multithreading technique is used to manage
the parallel processing of all tasks simultaneously, including:
11 640×480 network video streams, foreground synthetic
aperture imaging and multiple objects detection, camera array
synthetic aperture imaging, and synthetic aperture tracking.
Fig. 7 shows the screen shot of the proposed system.

A. Experiment A—Moving Object Detection with Simple
Background

In this experiment, we adopt precision and recall, two
widely used metrics, to quantitatively evaluate the accuracy
of our detection algorithm. The recall corresponds to the
detection rate, and the precision represents the trustfulness of
a detection. Ground truth positions of the moving objects are
labeled manually off-line, and precision and recall metrics are
computed based on the overlapping ratio between the detected
object and the ground truth. A detection is accepted if it has
enough overlapping with the real object.

Fig. 8. Comparison of object detection results under various constraints in
an indoor environment. The red and green 3-D bounding boxes correspond to
real objects and false alarms, respectively. Note that our multiple constraints
successfully filter ghost objects. (a) Comparison result of recall, precision,
and f-measure under successive constraints. (b) Occupancy constraint in a
single layer FSA image. (c) Fusion geometry constraint in multiple layer
FSA images. (d) Fusion continuity constraint in 3-D FSA image volume.

As seen in Fig. 7, we first evaluate the performance of our
detection module in a uniform color indoor environment. In
this dataset, 11 people are moving in a small area of 4 m × 4 m
simultaneously. We evaluate the performance of our multiple
constraints based detector on the entire dataset.

Because the moving object detection approach is designed
from the system perspective carefully, its performance is not
sensitive to the imperfections of foreground estimation due
to the following reasons: 1) We use foreground likelihood
maps instead of binary foreground maps, so that we can
delay the thresholding step to the last possible stage, i.e.,
continuity constraint in 3-D foreground synthetic aperture
volume. The advantage of this design is that we can make
a final decision with all evidence from multiple cameras,
multiple planes and multiple frames. 2) In the foreground
synthetic aperture detection module, the performance of object
localization is decided by multiple constraints, not only the
foreground segmentation and shadow removal, but also the
multicamera geometric, occupancy and continuity constraints.
The object observation probability on the plane ground in-
tegrates evidence from multiple cameras, multiple planes of
focus and multiple frames in a given time window, and this
integration step significantly reduces false positives and missed
detections due to imperfections of foreground estimation.

Fig. 8(a) visualizes the comparison result of recall, pre-
cision, and f-measure under successive constraints. Please
note that although complex interactions among people such
as merging, splitting, and severe occlusion happen frequently
in the test dataset, our multiple constraints method achieves
f-measure 84.2% from occupancy constraint’s 80.5% based
on the significant improvement of precision from 68.3% to
92.4%.

Some occupancy map approaches estimate the probabilities
through computing the interaction of the binary foreground
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images on the ground plane (e.g., in [22], [24], [25]), thus they
may bring about artifacts or so-called ghost objects, which are
caused by the intersections of different moving objects on the
focus plane in crowded scenes. Through analyzing the occu-
pancy and geometric constraint in synthetic aperture domain,
our approach successfully solves the ghost problem. Fig. 8(b)–
(d) shows an example of the detection results under different
constraints. The red and green 3-D bounding boxes correspond
to real objects and false alarms, respectively. Note that there
are seven ghost objects in the occupancy constraint result [see
Fig. 8(b)], three in the fusion geometry constraint [see Fig.
8(c)], and no ghost objects in our multiple constraints result
[see Fig. 8(d)]. Statistical results demonstrate the robustness
of the proposed multiple constraints approach.

B. Experiment B—Moving Object Detection with Complex
Background

To further evaluate the performance of our object detection
algorithm, we have also done some experiments in more com-
plex background environments. As shown in Fig. 9, we remove
the green curtain and create a more complex environment.
Obviously, compared with a uniform color environment, this
is a more challenging environment. The cluttered background,
objects, and light shadows all add to the difficulty. Detection
results of three typical frames are shown in Fig. 9. Three rows
of each subfigure give the detection result based on occupancy,
geometry, and continuity constraint, respectively. The red and
green 3-D bounding boxes correspond to real objects and
false alarms, respectively. The yellow rectangle on the ground
represents that there is a missed detection.

It can be seen that in Fig. 9(a), the occupancy constraint-
based detection method not only detects all the six objects but
also generates six ghost objects. The number of ghost objects
are reduced to one when geometry constraints are used. Only
through the continuity constraint of our method can we remove
all the ghosts and detect all the objects correctly.

Similar to Fig. 9(a), there are six ghost objects in the
occupancy constraint detection result in Fig. 9(b). Different
from Fig. 9(a), there are no false alarms, but a missed detection
(shown as a yellow rectangle on the ground) in geometry
constraint result. In comparison, the continuity constraint
method gives all the true objects with no ghost objects.

Fig. 9(c) gives the detection result when all the five objects
stand in a line. Although all the objects can be detected
with the occupancy constraint method, there are also eight
ghost objects. It seems much better when geometry constraint
is used, but there is still one ghost object. The continuity
constraint detection method is more robust and gives the
perfect detection result.

So in the case of cluttered background and crowded environ-
ment, it is far from enough to use the single layer occupancy
constraint detection method. The problem of ghost objects can
be mostly solved by using the geometry constraint. However,
as the experiment shows, completely depending on the ge-
ometry constraint does not eliminate problems such as ghost
objects [Fig. 9(a) and (c)] or missed detections [Fig. 9(b)].
In this case, continuity constraint method can further reduce
false positives and missed detections. This experiment further

verifies the effectiveness and robustness of our object detection
algorithm.

C. Experiment C—Object Tracking and Imaging with Simple
Background

We first test our tracking and imaging method in uniform
color background environment. The complete object detection,
tracking, and imaging results by our approach are shown in
Fig. 10. In Fig. 10, 11 people are moving in a small space,
and they are often occluded simultaneously in several views.
The color curves in Fig. 10(a) show objects’ trajectories on
the ground plane by our approach. It can be seen that through
seamless interaction of the detection and tracking module, our
approach successfully handles the complex crowded condition
and continuously track the multiple objects robustly. In partic-
ular, we display a single object tracking result in Fig. 10(b),
in which the red curve shows object’s trajectory and the blue
cross shows the detection results of the other objects at the
same period of time. Note that our approach continuously
tracks the given object in the crowded scene. The correspond-
ing locating results in the top-down views and object imaging
results during tracking in the color synthetic imaging view are
shown in Fig. 10(c). Note that our approach achieves continu-
ously seeing objects even through occlusion. This unique char-
acteristic is especially useful in surveillance application fields.

D. Experiment D—Object Tracking and Imaging with Com-
plex Background

To further evaluate the performance of our imaging and
tracking algorithm, we also have done some experiments in
cluttered indoor environment. Fig. 11 shows the tracking and
imaging results of our approach when the green curtain is
removed. In this experiment, six people are moving freely in
the same space, and they are often occluded simultaneously in
several views. The red curve on the left shows the trajectory
of corresponding object (as shown in the yellow box) on the
ground plane. The corresponding location results in the top-
down views and object imaging results during tracking in the
color synthetic imaging view as well as the input images of
the reference view of the camera array are shown on the right.

It can be seen that although the background is cluttered and
the target (as shown in the yellow box) is frequently occluded
by different objects, our approach can simultaneously see
and track multiple objects through occlusion in the whole
sequence.

In Fig. 11(a), it can be seen that although object No. 1 is
severely occluded in frame #804, frame #850 and frame #1356
[see the input images on the second row of Fig. 11(a)], our
system can robustly locates the object (as shown in yellow box
at the top row). Furthermore, our method can simultaneously
see and track the object through occlusion robustly. As shown
in the third row on the right, although the appearance of the
object has greatly changed, we can accurately focus on the
object and label the object out on the image even under severe
occlusion.

Another example is provided in Fig. 11(b). In this figure,
four frames of the object with quite different appearances
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Fig. 9. Comparison of detection results under various constraints in cluttered indoor environment. (a) Comparison of detection results in frame #861.
(b) Comparison of detection results in frame #1033. (c) Comparison of detection results in frame #1990.
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Fig. 10. Multiple people detection, tracking and synthetic aperture imaging results with our algorithm. (a) Tracking trajectories. (b) Trajectories of single
object. (c) Detection and imaging results.

are shown, including moving toward the camera array (frame
#554), walking right (frame #657), turning around (frame
#657) and moving away from the camera array (frame #1222).
Frequent appearance changes of the object need to update the
tracker efficiently and robustly. Through the collaboration of
foreground synthetic detection and color synthetic tracking,
our approach successfully handles this problem. Experiment
results demonstrate that our method can robustly see and track
the object in this challenging case.

Fig. 11(c) gives the experiment result when there is also
depth change. As shown in frame #838, the object is more
closer to the camera array compared with other three frames.
The experiment result shows that our method is not sensitive to
the scale change of the object and can track the object robustly.
To further test the performance of our method when there is
a large depth change, we have also done an experiment when
the object walks from far to near, as shown in the four frames
of Fig. 11(d). Experiment results show that our method can
robustly track the object even under large depth change and
severe occlusion. This test result further verifies the robustness
of our approach.

E. Discussion of the Limitations

The first possible limitation is the specific system setup.
Because the main motivation of this paper is to continuously
see and track multiple objects simultaneously even under
severe occlusion, to achieve this we design a novel multiple
camera system. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
experiment to combine linear camera array and multiple sur-
rounded cameras to monitor a given scene together, and create
color and foreground synthetic aperture images in each of them
respectively. Although many detection, tracking and imaging
systems have been developed in existing video surveillance
applications, in the case of cluttered and crowded scenes,
tracking and seeing multiple people through occlusion is still
a challenging task. Our specific system setup may influence its
application in the existing video surveillance system directly,
but we believe that our novel system has great potential for
many applications of intelligent video surveillance.

Other possible limitations are mainly caused by high people
densities. First, if part of the scene is occluded in all top

camera views by other objects for several frames, this region
will have a high likelihood in the 3-D foreground synthetic
aperture image volume and our approach may generate a
false positive. Second, if a person is occluded in all views
of linear camera array, the synthetic aperture tracking model
may fail in this case due to lack of the ability of seeing object
through occlusion. Finally, if different people with very similar
appearances merge together very closely, the synthetic aperture
tracker may fail and the tracked identities may be switched.

F. Discussion of the Potential Issues of Application

The potential issues of using our system in an arbitrary
natural environment involve: 1) complex system hardware and
configuration, and 2) complex and crowded scenes.

First, successful application of our system lies in two
combined groups of cameras. One is a forward-looking linear
camera array, and the other is top-down surrounded cameras.
Clearly a potential issue for application is the complex system
architecture. However, with the increasing development of
computing technology and popularity of cameras, more and
more surveillance systems are beginning to use multicamera
architecture. We believe this has provided a basis for the
application of our system. Furthermore, these two camera
groups need to be calibrated accurately. As to arbitrary
natural environments, quick camera installation and accurate
calibration may be the toughest issues we have to deal with.
We plan to seek some practical solutions to the installation
and calibration problem in natural environments so as to
extend our surveillance system to outdoors in the future.

Second, in some cases, such as the subway, airport and
channel gateways, etc., the frequent occlusion between people
makes current surveillance systems not be able to continuously
see and track all the targets simultaneously through occlusion.
Therefore, we believe it is time to develop a new system
to handle this problem and greatly enhance the security of
the surveillance system. However, the potential issue in these
scenarios is that the performance of our system will be
decreased with very high people densities.

In addition, besides the traditional surveillance task, our new
hybrid imaging system has some extended applications, for
example, as a potential powerful tool and method for occluded
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Fig. 11. Multiple people detection, tracking and synthetic aperture imaging results. The red curve on the left shows the trajectory of the object in the yellow
box. (a) Synthetic aperture imaging and tracking result of object No. 1. (b) Synthetic aperture imaging and tracking result of object No. 2. (c) Synthetic
aperture imaging and tracking result of object No. 3. (d) Synthetic aperture imaging and tracking result of object No. 4.

human face tracking and recognition. A possible issue in
this case is the quality of human face synthetic aperture
imaging result, which may be influenced by the precision of
the foreground segmentation of the occluder.

VI. Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a novel hybrid synthetic aperture imaging
based algorithm for automatic detection, tracking, and seeing
multiple people through occlusion with multiple surrounding
cameras and a camera array. This approach is designed for a
complex scene where significant occlusions occur frequently.
Extensive experiments show that the proposed foreground syn-
thetic aperture detection, the camera array synthetic aperture

imaging and tracking module achieve a low false alarm rate
and good imaging and tracking results in challenging crowded
scenes.

In future work, we plan to improve our tracking results by
integrating global optimization [44] in the hybrid synthetic
aperture imaging volume, and explore extensions of our work
to interesting outdoor surveillance scenarios.
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